In this paper we demonstrate through simulation the potential for phase-shifted fibre Bragg gratings incorporating structural slow light to enable intrinsic reflection-mode point sensors for electric field or voltage. It is shown that lo-bi FBGs incorporating multiple phase shifts yield large enhancements in group index (group delay) at resonance, thus amplifying and localizing time-dependent non-reciprocal effects. A relative, multiplexable measurement of electric field by comparison of the phase unbalance between linear modes on and off resonance is proposed, yielding static resolutions of 24 V and 18 mV respectively in unpoled (dc Kerr effect) and poled (Pockels effect) fibres.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been a growing interest in the production and applications of structural slow light in uniform and phase-shifted fibre Bragg gratings (FBGs) [1] [2] [3] . As opposed to alternative methods for the production of slow light 4 , resonances at the edges of an FBG bandgap offer a passive and relatively simple technique for the production of structural slow light in concentrated regions of the fibre and spectrum. In this case, the term "slow light" describes the effective increase in group delay and group index that is a result of the multiple reflections undergone at resonant wavelengths within the structure. Using such structures, it may be possible to greatly increase the sensitivity of gratingbased transducers to a variety of measurands. However, although the enhancements can be very large, the wavelength range over which the effect may be utilized is usually extremely narrow. This, and the requirement for operation in transmission, limits the integration of slow light grating sensors with conventional optical fibre sensor networks and interrogation topologies.
Measurement of voltage or electric field strength using optical fibre has thus far been facilitated by the Pockels effect (in poled fibre 5 ). Optical measurement of voltage is highly desirable in the electric power industry for diagnostic and protection purposes due to its inherent isolated and passive nature, and its ability to multiplex sensing points situated at diverse locations on the network 10 . This will become increasingly important in the near future with the introduction of distributed energy storage and generation. FBGs have been utilized to measure voltage-induced strain via a piezoelectric coating, and this has been successfully applied to multiplexed voltage measurement in subsea motors 8 . Although an intrinsic fibre point sensor for electric field strength may be more suitable for use in adverse environmental conditions, at high frequencies, or over a large voltage range, it remains undeveloped primarily due to the weakness of electro-optic effects in conventional fibre point sensors.
In this paper we propose an intrinsic fibre point sensor for electric field strength -and hence voltage -that utilizes structural slow light in reflection to overcome the weakness of the electro-optic (dc) Kerr effect or the linear electro-optic effect within FBGs. The resulting transducers may be serially-multiplexed and interrogated in reflection mode using an associated interrogation technique described herein, and may incorporate the simultaneous measurement of temperature by conventional methods.
PRINCIPLE OF SLOW-LIGHT VOLTAGE TRANSDUCER
It has been shown previously that enhanced, tailored group delay in reflection can be achieved at the Bragg wavelength by the superposition of resonances induced by π phase shifts in the index modulation, and that simulated group Figure 1b . BG spectrum the sensor gra to slow axis), e at the 3×3 tween grating gratings, the pectra is given enhancement e field will pr err effect in s des, λ is optica Pockels coeffi al sensor stru h in Figure 1b effective Note that in this scheme it is assumed that environmental perturbations in Δn PM change much more slowly than the time to scan from off-resonance to on-resonance, and therefore will produce only a common-mode offset that does not affect the differential measurement. Wavelength multiplexing capability is retained since the differential measurement will be unaffected by other gratings on the same fibre. Finally, for simultaneous measurement of temperature or longitudinal strain, the Bragg wavelength shift -which will not corrupt the superposition of resonances 2 -may be detected in parallel in the conventional manner.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have illustrated the potential for fibre Bragg gratings incorporating structural slow light to overcome the weak electro-optic Kerr effect in standard silica fibre, or to enhance and localize the linear electro-optic effect in poled fibres for point sensing purposes. Through simulation it was shown that lo-bi FBGs incorporating multiple phase shifts at logarithmically-spaced locations are able to yield a factor of 670 enhancement in group index (group delay) at resonance. Thus, it is proposed that this enhancement may be used to amplify and localize time-dependent non-reciprocal effects, leading to intrinsic sensors for electric field (hence voltage). In order to interrogate the structures, we propose a relative measurement of electric field by comparison of the phase unbalance between linear modes on and off resonance, yielding static resolutions of 24 V and 18 mV respectively in unpoled and poled fibres. The sensors may be wavelength multiplexed and their Bragg shift under heating or strain can be extracted simultaneously. It is clear that the proposed transducers may also enable miniature voltage-tuned fibre delays and isolators.
